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ABSTRACT 
Punishment was mainly was hard in ancient Iran and was not following certain rules and 

laws.king and kingdom judges or someone who inquire people's claims   made decision on their 

own  tendency . and it can say that they accomplished completely private court.there was a 
inappropriateness between crime and punishments due  to  limitation of judgment   power and 

the intensity of punishment in this period, especially in execution  and  kinds of auto da fe which 

were disgraceful.in Sassanid period there were different ways of execution such as hanging –
killing by sword-stoning -dropping convict under the elephant-retributionand imprisonment and 

dropping then in scary donjon .deportation  was  internal and external nut there isn’t any 

available sign on the site of deportation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 There was a regular judiciary organizationIn Sassanid period.An ecclesiastical judge waschairman of forum 

in most of vill.   Chairman of forums  were two kinds: religious(legal) and conventional.Legal forum inspected 

civil casesand conventional forum inspected other cases The head of  maguswas the general chairman of forum  

and Dastoobar was the head of conventional  forum who inspect  possessive claims and rage.conventional judge  

called Datubar(judge)and legal judge called Dastoobar  in Matikan Hezardastan .Regarding to Tansan's letter 

,punishment is various in  Sassanid period:execution-imprisonment-body punishments pecuniary punishment- 

abacinate–basting-retribution. 

 Execution was a littledifferent in Sassanid period than achaemenian .it was more violent 

 In achaemenian period.For example body punishments were harder such as abacinate,imprisonment and 

bating ,specially some crimes on king and government  such as spy and lese majesty. execution was  followed 

by  torture and severe body harms such as cutting nose ,ear and  tongue before execution  or crucifixion and 

bury alive and so on.(Arthur Kristiansen –Iran in Sassanid period –Jasemi ,Rashid,.vol :3,p323). 

 If someone was committed to God,religion,king,and country, he or she was deserved to execution.execution 

was done by dropping under the elephant  ,hangingon  , scarab ,decapitate,flense,stoning,  fastening to wild 

horse,so on .In Moshiraldoleh's short history was written about the punishment of king's daughter who betrayed 

to her father and yield the country to  first Shapoor :foreign historians have written that daughter was reputed  to 

headsman by king's order. He fastened her hair to the tail of horse unloose the horse.(Ahmadi Ashraf, law and 

judiciary in kingdom of ancient Iran –p12). 

 Stoning  was common in Sassanid period.Murder was usually  punished by sword.some betrays was 

punished byhanging such as betray to government or religious.sometimes they were flensed and filled with chaff 

and hung on gate after crucifying  to learn viewers.(Ahmadi  Ashraf., law and judiciary in kingdom of ancient 

Iran –p134). 

 Ancient punishment based on rubbing convict’s body out under elephant.we can see some examples in 

Islamic times in  Sassanid period.For each chapter of nakazam ,they survived deserving execution  for clinical 

objectives .in Anowshirvan period some punishments were banned such as cutting hands,ears,nose,taking eyes 

out and  retribution Daryabari ,Mohamadzaman-judiciary in Ashkanid and Sassanid periods). 

 

Prison: 
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 There isn’t any valid information whether imprisonment was used as principle punishment in Sassanid and 

achaemadian period.it was possible to detain these people for long time without efficient law establishment to 

precipitate the trails. forNakazemthey imprisoned convicts in unpleasant places and based on cases they left 

many snaky animals. Theodor, bishop ofSoor  to affirm this subject state that Christian were dropped in and left 

some mice there. Prisoner's hands and legs were fastened as they couldn’t stand by them .hungry animals then 

tore them after long –term torturous.Moreover, prison was a punishment to remove quietly dignified persons 

who were dangerous for king and government. 

 There was a well-founded castle in Khuzestan called Gilgerd or Andahshan.It was Basteelcastle which 

called it Anushbord or forgetting castle because no one should not recall prisoner's name even that place.(Arthur 

Kristiansen-ancient Iran-Yasami, Rashid-p330-329). 

 At that timeone who was guilty toward God and religion imprisoned for one year and religious scientists 

guided him by advice ,reading religious doctrine and reasoning.It was common for some cases to enchain 

convicts and to cast him to prison .when a  personwas arrested thieving, pulled to court and thieved objects were 

hung in their necks. they enchained him and cast him to the prison.in  the ancient age prisoners and thieves who 

were arrested  at the time of commitmentenchained   not to  prevent escaping but was treated as a 

punishment.(public criminal law-vol 1-p292). 

 In Sassanidperiod there were detention center and permanent prisons to execute statements and to detain 

convicts before trail. Prisonofficial should register name, address and type of crim. as now it is common   

convicts stayed in prison until the trail's day.Moreover, convicted to execution and to amputate were imprisoned 

and enchained until the execution'sday(Ahmadi Ashraf, law and judiciary in kingdom of ancient Iran –p137). 

 

Deport: 

 In Sassanid period many individuals and human groups were replaced and deported.This compulsory 

immigrants were sacrificed with pragmatism policy of Sassanid period. But power full competitions and 

expansionism tendency of two Sassanid emperors and   region business is the background of social crisis. 

Sassanid continues to deportation policy. The background of deportation caused by political stress and violent 

repression.Sassanid continue this policy because it weakened army forces and deprived rivals of tribal 

supporters- somehow deportees’s abilities and skills in economical and structural issues.is was performed 

consciously. Another aspect of phenomena was active Christian and developing these traditions between 

Sassanid’s territory   anddissatisfyingof Zoroastrian’s clergymen (the role and effect of deported and replaced 

groups in Sassanid age-DehahagiJafari,Mahmuud –Mohamad Abadi Sayed Asgar-Honarman ,Bahman). 
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